
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
SUMMARY: 
I am a dynamic audio and video production specialist who utilizes creativity, leadership, and teamwork to design 
and execute unique visual art. As a professional broadcast engineer with mass communication skills and 
comprehensive knowledge of cinematographic production projects, I have created my media production, marketing, 
management, and writing skills to be the excellent branding that highly satisfies each client. 
 
STUDIO MANAGER: 
Work within all levels of operating an independent company while displaying quality videos, imaginative concepts, 
and excellent technical abilities. Effective as both a leader and as a member of a team, which has allowed me to be 
compassionate in front of the camera as well as behind it. Experienced and established as a production professional 
with several years of experience in enhancing visual ideas, planning set designs, and building client relationships. 
 
SKILLS:  
Motion Designing     Producing               Editing 
Shooting (Lighting)     Short Films               Writing 
Social Media Promotion    Green Screen               Directing 
Post Production Supervision    Music Production              Budgeting 
 
SOFTWARE: 
Final Cut Pro X     Encoding               InDesign 
Adobe Creative Suite     Studio Pro               Motions 5 
DSLR Video (5D Mark II)    Art Graphic               Photoshop 
 
EXPERIENCE:  
Life Long Productions – St. Louis, MO         Video Producer/Editor                   2012 to Present 
Build a network of clients, contacts, and projects by developing outstanding video concepts and productions. 
Provide and maintain contemporary technical skills of screenwriting, budgeting, and the scheduling for each client. 
Conduct regular meetings with the staff to verify the objectives and visions of the client.  

 Manage the creative content as well as the financial aspects of each production  

 Arrange shooting schedules, video software and the developments of the final edit 

 Coordinate all stages of the client’s timeline and ensure to stay within the allotted budget 
 
One Caribbean Radio – Brooklyn, NY           Air Talent                     2009 to 2011 
Performed and presented commentary entertainment as a morning, midday and evening on-air personality for both 
Kalalloo Media (U.S. Virgin Islands) and One Caribbean Radio. Displayed and exhibited strong production skills 
with excellent working knowledge of audio equipment for on-air production. 

 Completed commercial production, personal appearances, remotes and marketing events 

 Great communicator, very creative, and experienced in interacting thru social media platforms 

 Organized daily on-air shows, operated the control room board, and monitored commercial logs 
 
EDUCATION: 
St. Louis Community College at Florissant Valley                    Communications Major 
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